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Become an Instructor with Kiwi Lane today and join a group of
friends who love the things that you love and who will

PLAY Create
TO

Fall/Winter 2017 Catalog

,

inspire you

&

be inspired by you!
Ask your Instructor about
joining her team!

Kiwi Lane Designs, LLC - 412 S. King Ave, Suite 101, Middleton, ID 83644

I

* Shipping and handling charges and sales tax will also be charged. Enrollment Kit subject to change based on
available inventory. Instructors will also be charged a monthly subscription fee (currently $10.00 plus tax per
month), covering the cost of a personal website. Instructors may cancel their monthly website subscription at
any time. Please refer to our Policy and Procedure document for more details.
*Residents of North Dakota are not required to purchase an Enrollment Kit or a monthly website subscription.
Representations made about income should not be considered as typical or guarantees of your potential
earnings as a Kiwi Lane Instructor. Your success depends upon many factors, such as the extent of your sales
efforts. For more information on what you can earn, please see our compensation plan.

PLAY Create
TO

Step 1 - Design

Step 2 - Trace

Step 3 - Cut

Step 4 - Ink

Our Designer Templates were created as a tool to help Inspire your Creativity. The
idea was that these simple, hands-on, visual tools would allow you the freedom to
Play Your Way to Creativity, without being afraid of making mistakes.
Because of the fact that many of our scrapbooking layouts revolve around certain

events or themes, we created our Template sets accordingly, designing them around
themes of nature, holidays, vacations, etc. This was a way to help simplify things.
However, part of the Power of Play within the process of Creativity comes from a
sense of Freedom, so we invite you to step outside the boundaries of the “Sets” that
we’ve created. Color outside of the lines, so to speak! Mix and match templates from
different sets together to create brand new designs on your layouts and cards. We do
this all the time…we call it Free Play!

Step 5 - Replace

If you are looking for new ways of being Inspired by your templates, then you should
Feel Free to engage in a little Free Play of your own! You will love the results! We
guarantee it!

Free Play
Play to create

Lane
KiwiL

Our Mission:
to add fulfillment to
the lives of others by helping them
III
III

Talk to your Kiwi Lane Instructor to see all the Scrapbooking and Card Classes.
You do not need to be an experienced scrapbooker or card maker to attend.

PL ay

Share Freely and

Inspire Sincerely

IV

*

Make it a

COMBO
Save

*These combos cannot be used as Hostess half-priced items. See Hostess Specials Combos instead.

$27
$29
$35
$49
$60

Scrapbook Combos

Choose Any:

Border + Accessory
Border + Fun Border
Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory
Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory + Fun Border
Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory + Fun Border + Photos

Layout Kit Combos

$33 Layout Kit + Border + Accessory
$41 Layout Kit + Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory

Picture Perfect

$32.40 Photos + Photo Mats + Mini Photos
1
1

Card Combos

$21 Card Border + Tiny Accessory
$30 Card Border + 2 Tiny Accessories
$41 2 Borders + 2 Tiny Accessories

Kwik Card Kit Combos

$27 Kwik Card Kit + Card Border + Tiny Accessory
$38 Kwik Card Kit + 2 Card Borders + Tiny Accessory

Mini Combos

$22 Mini Border + Tiny Accessory
$31 Mini Border + 2 Tiny Accessories
$45 2 Mini Borders + Tiny Accessory + Mini Photos
*Orders under $35 = $5.00 flat shipping fee. On orders $35 or more, shipping is 8% of order total.
Ask your Instructor about Priority Shipping options cost.

2

Make it a

COMBO
$7

Sample made using a $49 Scrapbook Combo:

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1300

Save

Scallops, Madison Avenue, Sweetheart, Tiny Wildflower + our Hello Darling layout kit

KWIK CARD KIT
$7

Item #1126

X2

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives

$16 - #3522

Madison Ave. Border

$17 - #3386

Sweetheart Acc.

$13 - #3690

T

Scallops Fun Border

Hello Darling Card Making Class

T

T

you the sentiment, the card base, and patterns and colors to add layers to your card.

Perfect for creating wedding
albums, capturing the
adoration of a first date,
or preserving the sweet

3

tenderness of the hundred
3

and first.

Tiny Accents Acc.

$10 - #3799

Adorn Card Border

$13 - #3737
4

T T

Tiny Springtime Acc.
$10 - #1355

Tiny Shapes Acc.

$10 - #3829

Card Border
+ Card Border
+ Tiny Accessory
+ Kwik Card Kit

$38

Sample made using a $38 Kwik Card Kit Combo:
Delight + Sentiments + Tiny Springtime + our Carefree Kwik Card Kit.

KWIK CARD KIT
$7

Item #1317

Delight Card Border
$13 - #3751

Brackets Acc.

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives

$13 - #3461

you the sentiment, the card base, and patterns and colors to add layers to your card.

Sample made using a $49 Scrapbook Combo:
Chestnut Drive, Cedar Trails, Springtime and Tiny Shapes

Border +
Fun Border +
Accessory +
Tiny Accessory

$49

Carefree Moments

T

Clara Lane (3A,3B) Large Brackets (1) Happy Trails (1A,1B) Strips (1/2”, 2”) Brackets (1)
Rings (3,4) Floral (2) Tiny Floral (2T) Tiny Brackets (3T) Tiny Notations (2T) and Photos

Perfect for your Easter

and any other layout that

$7

5

5

preserves the memory of

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1324

X2
Includes 2 double-sided background sheets, plus 4 double-sided coordinating

easy-going moments and
new beginnings!

patterns and comes with an insert showing a couple of ideas to help inspire you.

6

Thinking of You
It’s Your Birthday
Adorn (3A)
Tiny Strips (3”)
Tiny Notations (3T,7T)
Tiny Tags (1T)

$7

LAYOUT KIT
Item #4017

Adorn (3A)
Sincerely (1A)
Tiny Strips (1/2”)
Tiny Accents (2T)
Tiny Notation (2T)
Tiny Brackets (1T)

X2

Be You!
Sunnybrook Lane (2A,2B) Scallops (1A,1B) Lacey Trims (2) Nature (2,6) Tiny Nature (2T,6T) Tiny Shapes (3T)
Tiny Notations (2T) Photos and Photo Mats

Springtime Acc.

$13 - #3980

Thoughtful Card Border

SOLD
Includes
2 double-sided
OUT
background sheets,
.............

Lacey Trims Acc.

$13 - #4215

7
7

Tiny Notations Acc.
Clara Lane + Cascade Trails + Nature + Springtime + Tiny Accents

$10 - #4222

and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus ideas to INSPIRE you!

[LIMITED-QUANTITY]
while supplies last

8

Paisley Place, Rings, Elements, Enchanted, Adventure and Tiny Tags

$7

LAYOUT KIT
Item #4000

X2

Adventure Acc.

T
Playtime Acc.

Happy Trails and Playtime

Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus Ideas
9 to INSPIRE you!

[LIMITED-QUANTITY]
while supplies last

9

$13 - #3645

Happy Trails Fun Border

T
Our Designer Templates make it

easier than ever to add stamps to your projects!

$16 - #3539

Chestnut Dr. Border

$13 - #3591

$17 - #3485

Samples made using a $42 Layout Kit Combo:
Chestnut Drive, Adventure, Tiny Tags and our Super Hero Layout Kit

10

Make it a

COMBO
Save

Abbie Rd. Border

T

Lg. Brackets Fun Border
$16 - #3393

$17 - #3379

T

Rings Acc.

$13 - #3409

Autumn Acc.

T

With each Layout Kit you
can create a two page layout,
like the ones you see in the
samples, and a card.

$13 - #3997

T
Creates either a

back-to-school or an

Autumn-themed layout.

LAYOUT KIT

$7
11
11

Pick up two and

Item #1270

Includes 2 double-sided background sheets, plus 4 double-sided coordinating patterns and comes with an insert

make them both!

showing a couple of ideas to help inspire you.
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$7

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1034

KWIK CARD KIT
Item #1362

$7

NEW

X2

12” Strips

Whether it be a Birthday
Party, a Blue Ribbon Moment
or a Graduation, this line of
paper will help to capture the
happiness and Joy that you or
13
your loved ones felt on that
Special Day!

13
13

Host a Make A Wish Card Making Class

$10 - #3904

T

Celebrate Acc.

$13 - #3607

Tiny Celebrate Acc.
$10 - #3867

T

T

T

f

you the sentiment, the card base, and patterns and colors to add layers to your card.

T

The 12 inch Strips are a
wonderful tool that
allow you to expand
your design options.

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives

NEW

T

T

This paper is designed with both boys and girls in mind.
You can choose pink or choose blue, depending on who
your project or layout is celebrating!

A la carte - Hot Air Balloon
$3 - #1539

Thoughtful Card Border
$13 - #3775
14

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

Skipping Rocks

$7

Mini Paisley Pl. (1A,1B)
Tiny Wacky (1T,3T)
Mini Colter Trails (3A,3B)
(8x8 layout)

LAYOUT KIT
Item #4024

.............

*while supplies last

Mini Colter Trails Border $15 - #4062

Tiny Wacky Acc.

T

LAST

chance

T

X2

$10 - #3881

Aspen Court Border $17 - #3478

Don’t Forget To Be Awesome
Abbie Road (2A,2B,3A,3B) Strips (1/2”) Elements (1) Tiny Explore (3T,6T) Photos,
Mini Photos and Photo Mats
Accents &
Tiny Accents

15 You & Me
15

Aspen Court (3A,3B) Chevrons (2A) Strips (1”, 3”) Elements (1,2,7) Accents (5) Tiny Accents (5T) Tiny Explore
(6T) Delight (5) Photos and Photo Mats

Elements Acc.

$13 - #3975

Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus ideas to INSPIRE you!
16

LAYOUT KIT

$7

KWIK CARD KIT

Item #4048

$7

Item #4291

X2

Beautiful Day

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives

Wildflower Acc.

$13 - #3713

Floral Acc.

Scrapbooking and Card Classes.

$13 - #3676

T

$10 - #3850

Talk to your Kiwi Lane Instructor to see all the

The Tiny Strips are a
wonderful
tool that allow you to
add variety
to your cards and
expand your design
options..

Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
17 to INSPIRE you!
Plus Ideas

[LIMITED-QUANTITY]
17

while supplies last

Tiny Strips - Cards

ff

Tiny Floral Acc.

you the sentiment, the card base, and patterns and colors to add layers to your card.

T

T

Clara Lane (3A,3B) Cascade Trails (2A,2B) Strips (1/2”,1”) Wildflower (1) Springtime (2)
Tags (2) Tiny Nature (1T,6T) Tiny Accents (1T) Photos, Mini Photos and Photo Mats

$5 - #3928
18

Samples made from combination of Designer Template sets
shown below + our Joy.full Layout Kit

“I was looking for something new and fresh. When I saw Kiwi Lane I fell in love with
it, so much that I wanted to have it ALL and share the products with my friends and
others. It has changed the way I make cards and pages.”
- Susan Brown - Kiwi Lane Instructor

12” Border
+ Accessory
+ Tiny Accessory

Love them all?

T

$35

Accents Acc.

$13 - #3454

Save even more with
our Bundles in the
back of the catalog.

Cascade Fun Border

$16 - #3447

JOY.FULL
LAYOUT KIT

.....................................................................................

Item# 1263

Christmas Brings Joy

McKay Blvd. Border $17 - #4345

Christmas Acc.

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

T

T

McKay Blvd (1A,1B,3A,3B) Christmas (1,3,4) Tiny Holiday (6T,7T,8T) and 1/2” Strips

$13 - #3669

Tiny Holiday Acc.

Joy is Contagious
$10 - #3805

T

Paisley Pl. (1A,1B) Cascade Trails (2A,2B) Accents (3,4) Tags (5) Tiny Accents (1T) Tiny Tags (1T) Strips
(1/2”) Photos, Photo Mats

Creates either a

Christmas layout or

LAYOUT KIT
$7

Item# 1263

19

19

a layout for any of your

LAST

most Joy-filled moments.

.............

chance

The choice is yours!

*while supplies last

Includes 2 double-sided background sheets, plus 4 double-sided coordinating patterns and comes with an insert

showing a couple of ideas to help inspire you.

20

This Exclusive Layout Kit was designed with magic in mind! Use it to capture
your favorite moments at the Magical Kingdom, or any of those moments that

My Happy Place Hostess Kit

$7 ($10 value) #ALA1

put a smile on your face and a bit of magic in your heart!

+

My Happy Place
(Layout Kit)

Little Critters
(A la carte)

X2

Hostessx

Lane Get-Together!
Let’s have a KiwiL

Hostessx

[exclusive]
while supplies last

Hostessx

[exclusive]

[exclusive]

while supplies last

while supplies last

Hostess Specials Combos

x Get-Together x

and get these
exclusive products
for a great price!

3 Accessories
2 Tiny Accessories

Arrows Acc. $10 ($13 value) #1492

$46 | $92 Value

*Hostess Specials Combos count as one half-priced item and can be earned as a Hostess.
*The amount shown above is already reduced to the half-price amount.

Little Critters
(A la carte)

21
21
21

“I LOVED how simple it was
to create beautiful pages with
the Play to Create system. On
top of that, using the templates is relaxing. I get in a
zen mood and craft away! No
getting up to use machines,
punches, dies, etc. And I can
use up those bits of paper I’ve
had forever too. Old photos,
new photos, any size photos
look fabulous done with Kiwi
Lane Designer Templates!”

- Karen Poulos

products for a great

........................................................................................................................ Talk to your Kiwi Lane Instructor
price!
Cherish $10 ($13 Value)
Groovy $10 ($13 Value)
Host a Kiwi Lane

T

$28 | $56 Value

1 Border
1 Fun Border

and get these exclusive

T

2 Card Borders
3 Tiny Accessories

Scrapbook Combo

T
T

Card Combo

Host a Get-Together

Blissful Card Border $10
($13 Value)

Jason Ln. Border $14 ($17 value) #1478

Kiwi Lane Hostess Rewards
...............................................................
Get-Together
Total Sales

Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus ideas to INSPIRE you!

Hostess
Credits

1/2 Price
Items

Hostess
Exclusives

$150

$20

~

1

$200

$30

1

1

$300

$40

1

1

$400

$60

1

1

$500

$90

2

2

$600

$115

2

2

$700

$140

2

2

$800

$165

3

2

$900

$190

3

2

$1000

$215

4

2 free

Get-Together total sales are based on the sales amount of products sold at your Get-Together, excluding
any sales tax or shipping charges that may apply.
For Get-Togethers above $1000, add $20 in Hostess Credit for every additional $100 in sales.
Any orders you collect before your Get-Together also count toward your Hostess Rewards, minus $5 class fees
Hostess Credits cannot be used to purchase 1/2 price items.

How It Works
EARN free products! BUY products at
half-price! QUALIFY for exclusive products
available only to you. And, our gift to you! A
F REE Designer Template set!

x Hostess Rewards Qualifications x

Get-Togethers must be at least $150 in retail sales and have three (3)
unique guest orders for the Hostess to qualify for any Hostess Rewards
(one of which may be the Hostess BEFORE rewards are calculated).

22

Samples made from combination of Designer Template sets

KWIK CARD KIT
$7

Item #1287

Photos

T

$13 - #3416

Mini Photos

T

T

below + our Greetings Kwik Card Kit.

$10 - #3898

Photo Mats

$13 - #3782

Picture Perfect
Photos +
Photo Mats+
Mini Photos

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives you
the sentiment, the card base, and patterns and colors to add layers to your card. Need a
card in five minutes? Now you can create one with these Kwik Card Kits.

$32.40
#3105

Item #3105

T

No guessing with our Photo

Sentiments Card Border

$13 - #3768

sets! Just place them over your
picture to find the size that
works. Then simply line it up,
make a mark, and crop it down!

TT

Tiny Nature Acc.

$10 - #3812

Any of our designs that you see can
be used as inspiration for your 8x8
layouts or cards using the Mini Border
& Tiny Accessory templates.

LAST

LAST

.............

chance

.............

chance

*while supplies last

*while supplies last

LAYOUT KIT

$7

23
23

Mini Cascade Trails Border $15 - #4079

Item #4192

X2

Includes 2 double-sided background sheets,

plus 4 double-sided coordinating patterns and comes with an insert showing a couple of ideas to help inspire you.

24

24

T
Designer
Templates make
it easy to add
journaling to your
pages, preserving
the details of life’s
moments.

LAYOUT KIT
$7

Item# 1133

X2

T

*Paper used in sample is not a Kiwi Lane product.

Tiny Wildflower Acc. $10 - #3843

Tags Acc.

12” Border
+ Accessory
+ Tiny Accessory

$35

$13 - #3652

Use your Tiny Accessories with your
Accessories to create a beautiful
layered look.

Our Sun Kissed Layout Kit will help you create the perfect layout to capture the
essence of your favorite sunny memories! Playing in the sprinklers, eating popsicles
in the summer sunshine, lazy days and weekends away!

Clara Ln. Border

$17 - #3492

Tiny Sweetheart Acc.

T

Includes 2 double-sided
25
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
25 coordinating patterns.

T

*Paper used in sample is not a Kiwi Lane product.

$10 - #3874

Nature Acc.

$13 - #3621

26

Card Border
+ Tiny Accessory

$21

Card combo

Enchanted Acc.

$13 - #4208

Elements Accessory Set

Kiwi Lane paper isn’t picky! Whether you use it to create an
unforgettable two-page layout, a simply spectacular one-page layout
or a plethora of cards to brighten someone’s day, it will go to work
happily to make your hand-made creations shine!

Tiny Explore Acc.

Journey Acc.

$10 - #4055

$13 - #3614
McKay Blvd. - Rings - Tiny Explore

Abbie Road - Journey - Elements

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1065

27$7
27

Includes 2 double-sided background sheets, plus 4 double-sided coordinating patterns and comes with an insert

showing a couple of ideas to help inspire you.

Paisley Place + Rings + Enchanted

28

Samples made from using a $60 Scrapbooking Combo: Sunnybrook Lane, Chevrons, Paradise
and Tiny Tags. Plus our Splash of Sunshine Layout Kit

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1331

$7

Border + Fun Border
+ Accessory +
Tiny Accessory
+ Photo

$60

X2

Sandy Toes...

Sunnybrook Ln. Border $17 - #3515

Relax

Paradise Acc

$13 - #3638

Chevrons Fun Border

T

T

T

Sunnybrook Lane ( (2A,2B) Chevrons (1A,1B) Paradise (3,4,5,6) Tiny Tags (1T,5T) Photos and Photo Mats

$16 - #3942

Tiny Tags Acc.

$10 - #3836

T

Wacky Acc.

$13 - #3706

Sunnybrook Lane (1A,1B)
Spook Alley (3A,3B)
Cedar Trails (3A,3B)
Strips (1/2”)
Paradise (2,4)
Wacky (1,3)
Journey (7)
Photos and Photo Mats

29
29

Spook Alley Border

$17 - #3430

Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus Ideas to INSPIRE you!
30

T

KWIK CARD KIT

$7

Item #4284

Cedar Trails Fun Border

$16 - #3959

Sincerely Card Border

$13 - #3744

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives
you the sentiment, the card base, and patterns and colors to add layers to your card.

T

Talk to your Instructor to learn more about hosting a Kiwi Class using this Layout Kit.

LAYOUT KIT
Item #4031

31$7
31

Includes 2 double-sided background sheets, plus 4 double-sided coordinating patterns and comes with an insert

32
showing a couple of ideas to help inspire you.

The bright colors and
darling designs in this
Layout Kit are perfect
for highlighting the OwlDorable people in your life!

[LIMITED-QUANTITY]
while supplies last

32

T

Item #4093

X2

Sunnybrook Ln. Border $17 - #3515

WINTER

Accessory
Item# 3720 $13.00

Hope Acc.

T

$7

LAYOUT KIT

$13 - #4338

Tiny Bracket Acc.

$10 - #3423

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

SOLD
OUT
.............

T

Paisley Pl. Border

Tiny Traditions
Item# 3966
$10.00

$17- #3508

Baby
Sunnybrook Lane (1A,1B,3A,3B) Strips (1/2”,1”) Hope (1,3,4) Elements (1,7) Rings (2) Tiny Bracket (2T,4T)
Tiny Explore (3T) Photos and Photo Mats

“I love showing my group of
Samples made from our Merry and Bright Layout Kit

[gift-tags]
Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets,
and 4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus33
Ideas to INSPIRE you!

[LIMITED-QUANTITY]
33

while supplies last

ladies new techniques and ideas for
their scrapbooking. I love that Kiwi
Lane is simple, easy but creative
and rewarding when you see the
finished product and go WOW!”

~ Patsy Colbert ~

Let’s have a Kiwi Lane Get -Together!
L

EARN free products. BUY products at half-price.
QUALIFY for exclusive products available only to you.
And our gift to you! A FREE Designer Template set!
*Must meet required qualifications.

September Release

$7

A Touch Of Magic Layout Kit + A la carte (Bat & Cauldron)

LAYOUT KIT

$7

Item #1423

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1409

NEW
X2

X2

Capture all of the
high-flying, fun-running,
play-making
35 moments with
this exciting Layout Kit!
35
35

$13 - #1447

Halloween Acc.

$13 - #3683

T

All-Star

T

NEW

Whether you are scrapbooking a themed birthday party or a trip to Harry Potter
World, the results will be magical! You can also bring a Touch of Magic to any of your
Halloween-themed layouts or pick up two of these paper kits and create them both!

A la carte - Cauldron
$3 - #1577

A la carte - Bat
$3 - #1560

Includes 2 double-sided
background sheets, and
4 double-sided
coordinating patterns.
Plus Ideas to
INSPIRE you!

36

October Release

November Release

Banners Fun Border Set & A la carte (Jacks)

T

A la Carte - Jacks

Moments Full Of Cheer Layout Kit & A la carte (Ornament)
$7

LAYOUT KIT
Item #1416

$4 - #1546

X2

Banners Fun Border

Capture the merriment of the holiday season perfectly
with this bright and cheerful Layout Kit or any day-to-day
moment that makes you or your loved ones smile...or pick
up two kits and make them both!

$16 - #1485

start your own kiwi lane business!
You use Kiwi Lane. You love it. You even tell your friends about it
because, well...it changed your scrapbooking or card making
experience and continues to inspire you!

Talk to your
Kiwi Lane Instructor
37
to learn more!
37

A la carte - Ornament
$3 - #1584

38
38

Tools & Stuff

Borders

The Play-to-Create system is simple: Discover your Design - then Trace, Cut, Ink and Replace.
The only tools you’ll find here are the ones that we believe will best help you do just that!

$17 Fiskars Scissors

#9921

Spring-Action - Easy Open - Crisp Cuts

$15 Tim Holtz Scissors

#3333

Large Handle - Non-Stick - Fine Point

$7 Scotch Scissors

Our 12” Border sets are a simple, fun way to create a beautiful frame on your layouts that
both augment and highlight your photos.

#3320

Precision Cutting - Soft Grip
Abbie Road #3379

$17

Aspen Court #3478

$17

Chestnut Drive #3485

$17

Clara Lane #3492

$17

Madison Ave. #3386

$17

McKay Blvd #4345

$17

Paisley Place #3508

$17

Spook Alley #3430

$17

Sunnybrook Ln. #3515

$17

[LIMITED-QUANTITY]
while supplies last

Don’t forget your daubers!
$49 DT Tray

#3355

$5 Distress Ink

#1952

$4 Sponge Daubers #2222

$6 E-Z Adhesive

#6077

The Kiwi Lane Idea Books
have pages full of ideas and
inspiration for using our
Designer Templates!

Each Border set contains 6 Designer Templates in 3 designs,
and every set comes with a ring for easy storage.
39

40
40

39

39

$24 | Idea Book #2 | #4307

$21 | Idea Book #1 |
 #3935

Accessories

Fun Borders

Our Accessory sets are the perfect alternative to expensive embellishments. They will help you
to utilize your scrapbooking paper to create stunning, professional looking layouts every time,
without it costing you an arm and a leg!

Our Fun Borders are a mixture of classic, elegant designs and quirky shapes, but they all have
one thing in common…they are really fun to play with! Use them alone, or layer them with your
12 inch Borders to dress up your page!

Cascade Trails #3447

Happy Trails #3539

$27
$29
$35
$49
$60
41

41

$16

$16

Cedar Trails #3959

Large Brackets #3393

$16

$16

Chevrons #3942

Scallops #3522

Accents #3454

$13

Adventure #3591

$13

All-Star #1477

$13

Autumn #3997

$13

Brackets #3461

$13

Celebrate #3607

$13

$13

Elements #3975

$13

Enchanted #4208

$13

$16

$16

Scrapbook Combos

Border + Accessory
Border + Fun Border
Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory
Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory + Fun Border
Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory + Fun Border + Photos

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

Christmas #3669

42

Each Accessory set consists of a variety of Designer Templates for either tucking
behind the borders or as accents on your page.

42

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

SOLD
OUT
.............

Floral #3676

$13

Halloween #3683

$13

Hope #4338

$13
Wacky #3706

$13

Wildflower #3713

$13

Winter #3720

$13

Tiny Accessories

Journey #3614

Paradise #3638

Springtime #3980

43

43

$13

$13

$13

Lacey Trims #4215

Playtime #3645

Sweetheart #3690

$13

$13

$13

Nature #3621

Rings #3409

Tags #3652

Our Tiny Accessories coordinate perfectly with all of our other Designer Templates! Use them to embellish cards,
mini albums, 12 inch layouts and even DIY projects! There is no limit to what these sets can do for you!

$13

Tiny Accents #3799

$10

Tiny Brackets #3423

$10

Tiny Celebrate #3867

$10

Tiny Explore #4055

$10

Tiny Floral #3850

$10

Tiny Holiday #3805

$10

$13

$13

44

44

Card Borders

Designing gorgeous cards has never been easier! Our Card Borders work hand-in-hand with your scrapbooking paper to
create incredible, homemade cards. You’ll want to use double-sided paper to take full advantage of their design potential!

Tiny Nature #3812

$10

Tiny Notations #4222

$10

Tiny Shapes #3829

$10

Sentiments #3768

$13

Sincerely #3744

$13

Thoughtful #3775

$13

Card Combos
$21 Card Border +
Tiny Springtime #1355

$10

Tiny Sweetheart #3874

$10

Tiny Tags #3836

$10

Tiny Accessory
$30 Card Border +
2 Tiny Accessories
Adorn #3737

Tiny Traditions #3966

$10

Tiny Wacky #3881

$10

Tiny Wildflower #3843

$13

Delight #3751

$13

$41 2 Borders +
2 Tiny Accessories

Mini Borders

$10

Our 8” Mini Borders are perfectly sized for any mini album project! Whether you’re designing an 8x8 scrapbook for yourself or a gift,
these templates will make the process fast and fun! And make sure to try them on your 12” layouts or long cards as well!

LAST
.............

chance

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

*while supplies last

45

45
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Mini Cascade Tr. #4079 $15

Mini Colter Tr. #4062

$15

46

Layout Kits

Photo & Strips

Trying to decide how many pictures you can fit on a scrapbook layout can be hard! Not to
mention knowing how to crop and mat them! Our photo sets take all of the guesswork out of this
part of the scrapbooking process!

Each Layout Kit comes with 6 double-sided papers and an insert with a couple of ideas to inspire you. With
this kit you can create a two page layout, like the ones you see in the samples, and a card. The papers and
patterns already coordinate, making it super easy for you to finish a layout quickly and painlessly.

$7 {#1263} LAST
.............

chance

$7 {#1065}

*while supplies last

Photos #3416

$13

Photo Mats #3782

$13

Mini Photos #3898

$10

X2

X2

Picture Perfect

$32.40 Photos + Photo Mats + Mini Photos

$7 {#4024}

The Strips are a
wonderful tool that allow
you to expand your
design options.

X2

$7 {#1324}

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

X2

Add Strips or Tiny Strips
to your combo.

LAST
.............

12” Strips #3904

$10

Tiny Strips #3928

chance

$5

*while supplies last

$7 {#1331}

X2

47

47

Acid and lignin free - Copyright Kiwi Lane Designs, LLC

$7 {#4000}

X2

48

LAST

LAST

.............

.............

chance

chance

*while supplies last

$7 {#1300}

$7 {#4048}

$7 {#4093}

$7 {#1423}

X2

X2

X2

X2

*while supplies last

Layout Kit Combos

LAST
SOLD

$7 {#1270}

$7 {#4017} .............

OUT

chance

$33 Layout Kit + Border + Accessory
$42 Layout Kit + Border + Accessory + Tiny Accessory

*while supplies last

.............

Kwik Card Kits

X2

X2

Each Kwik Card Kit comes with 5 sheets, and each sheet creates one card. This gives you the sentiment, the card base, and patterns
and colors to add layers to your card. Need a card in five minutes? Now you can create one with these Kwik Card Kits.

$7 {#1034}

$7 {#4031}
$7 {#4284}

X2

$7 {#1287}

X2

LAST
.............

chance

*while supplies last

$7 {#4192}

49
49

X2

$7 {#1133}

X2

Kwik Card Kit Combos

$27 Kwik Card Kit + Card Border + Tiny Accessory
$38 Kwik Card Kit + 2 Card Borders + Tiny Accessory
More Kwik Card Kits on the next page >>>>>

50

$7 {#4291}

$7 {#1126}

BUILD
YOUR
OWN

$7 {#1317}

$7 {#1362}

Start Your Own Kiwi Lane Business Today!

Save
Bundle &

EVEN MORE!

Border Bundle ( #BB10)

Retail Price:

$85.00

Includes FIVE Borders of your choice!

Sale Price:

$76.50

Accessory Bundle

Retail Price:

$78.00

Includes SIX Accessories of your choice!

Sale Price:

$70.20

Tiny Accessory Bundle

Retail Price:

$70.00

Includes SEVEN Tiny Accessories of your choice

Sale Price:

$63.00

Card Border Bundle

Retail Price:

$52.00

Includes FOUR Card Borders of your choice!

Sale Price:

$46.80

Picture Perfect

Retail Price:

$36.00

Sale Price:

$32.40

( #AB10 )

( #TA10 )

( #CB10 )

Start for only $159! With the opportunity to earn up to $325 in Fast Lane
product credits during your first 3 full months!

( #3105 )

Includes Photos, Photo Mats, and Mini Photos

Hostesses may apply their Rewards (Credits or ½ Price Items) to a bundle, but the
Rewards will be deducted from the bundle’s full retail value, not its sale price.

Hosting a Kiwi Lane Get-Together is the perfect way
to earn free and discounted products and have fun in a
friendly, inspirational environment!
51
51

»»Flexibility to set your own hours
»»Earn 20-40% commission and make money doing something you love
»»Support from the Home Office and your team to grow your business

Ask your Kiwi Lane Instructor how!
52

